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PosPRO - Till
The most versatile Cash register solution

Congratulations on your selection of the Inepro PosPRO - Till. We are certain you will
be pleased with your purchase of
We want to help you get the best result from your PosPRO - Till. This manual contains
information on how to do that; please read it carefully. Due to continuous product
improvements this manual is subject to changes without notice.
We strongly recommend you read the license agreement to fully understand its
coverage and your responsibilities of ownership.
Your Inepro dealer is dedicated to your satisfaction and will be pleased to answer your
questions and your concerns.
Best wishes,
Inepro BV.
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PosPRO Main Screen

PosPRO Main Screen
How do I log in?

When you start your PosPRO till you should see this screen. This is the log-in screen. You should fill out
your employee code and password. If the combination is incorrect you will get an error message as
shown in the top-right screenshot.

If the combination is correct, you will get to see the main screen.

End Of Day
The End of Day report is a compound report of the current day.
Which reports will be shown in the End of Day report will be decided by your company or manager.
You can be asked for your authorisation if you do not have enough rights. Please let your manager
execute the end-of-day report if this is the case.
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Reports

Reports

The PosPRO till has the ability to print a number of reports, for each report you select a start and end
date and click 'Print' to print out the report.
The reports are described below with an example receipt as reference.
Almost all reports will have the VAT, gross and net price, in all ther cases the net price is used.
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Terminal Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

TERMINAL REPORT
FROM DATE
TO DATE

31-03-2010
31-03-2010

Computer
MyComputerName
IP
127.0.0.1
Store
MyCompany
Inepro PosPRO
v4.18.0.0
Database
v4.18.0
-+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+CUSTOMERS
13
AMOUNT
75,50
NUMBER OF ITEMS
63
NUMBER OF DISCOUNTS
2
AMOUNT
2,17
-+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+TENDER
QUANTITY TOTAL
----------------------------- --------Cash
13
75,50

TOTAL

======
75,50

PAY IN
0
0,00
PAY OUT
0
0,00
-+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+DESCRIPTION
VAT NET
GROSS
---------------------- ------ ------- ---------Vat None 0,00%
0,00 74,53
74,53
Vat Low 6,00% 0,03 0,42
0,45
Vat High 19,00%
0,08 0,44
0,52
------ ------- ---------TOTAL
0,11 75,39
75,50
-+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+DESCRIPTION QTY NET VAT GROSS
------------------ ------ -------- ----------------Cashregis
63 75,39 0,11 75,50
------ -------- ----------------63 75,39 0,11 75,50
-+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+HOURS CUST ITEMS AMOUNT AVG
---------- -------- -------- ------------ ---------10 - 11 5
22
25,95
5,19
11 - 12 8
41
49,55
6,19
-+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+OPER:0001
2010-03-31 12:20:59
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The terminal report is a compound report that also
has some specific data of the terminal and the
software.
It also contains the Tender, VAT, Department and
Hour report.

Reports

Tender Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

TENDER REPORT
FROM DATE
TO DATE
TENDER
---------------Cash

31-03-2010
31-03-2010
QUANTITY TOTAL
-------------- --------13
75,50

The Tender report will tell you how many products
are sold, at which total amount per Tender Type
(Cash, Bank, Card, Cost Centre, etcetera).
It will also show the Pay In and Pay Out amounts.

======
75,50

TOTAL
PAY IN
PAY OUT

0
0

OPER:0001

0,00
0,00

2010-03-31 12:20:59

Department Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

DEPARTMENT REPORT
FROM DATE
TO DATE

31-03-2010
31-03-2010

The Department report will show you how many
products are sold per department, it will also show
the VAT, Net and Gross values.

DESCRIPTION QTY NET VAT GROSS
------------------ ------ -------- ------- ---------Cashregis
63 75,39 0,11 75,50
------ -------- ------- ---------63 75,39 0,11 75,50
OPER:0001

2010-03-31 12:21:35
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Overview Mutations

** INEPRO POSPRO **

OVERVIEW MUTATIONS
FROM DATE
TO DATE

31-03-2010
31-03-2010

------------------------------------------------[REMOVE]
101
7-up
0,80
[MUTATION]
Milk

109

[REMOVE]
Coca Cola

18

Overview Mutations is not so much a report as it is
a log of which products have undergone changes
in the specified period.
Warning: This can be a long report!

0,90

0,90

OPER:0001

2010-03-31 12:22:13

VAT Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

V.A.T. REPORT
FROM DATE
TO DATE

31-03-2010
31-03-2010

DESCRIPTION
---------------------Vat None 0,00%
Vat Low 6,00%
Vat High 19,00%
TOTAL
OPER:0001
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VAT
-----0,00
0,03
0,08
-----0,11

NET
GROSS
------- ---------74,53
74,53
0,42
0,45
0,44
0,52
------- ---------75,39
75,50

2010-03-31 12:22:43

The VAT report will show the total amount of
applied VAT per VAT rate.
It will also show the Net and Gross values.

Reports

Hour Report

The Hour report will show you per hour the number
of customers, number of products sold, the total
amount of product sold and the average amount
spend per customer.

** INEPRO POSPRO **

HOUR REPORT
FROM DATE
TO DATE
HOURS
---------10 - 11
11 - 12

31-03-2010
31-03-2010

CUST ITEMS
-------- -------5
22
8
41

OPER:0001

AMOUNT
-----------25,95
49,55

AVG
---------5,19
6,19

So '10 - 11' and '11 - 12' means the data is shown
for the period between 10:00 and 11:00 on the
first line, and for the period between 11:00 and
12:00 on the second line.

2010-03-31 12:22:59

Revalue Report
Revaluations
It is possible to use the PosPRO till to revalue
Inepro User Cards. This report will show you an
overview of all card revaluations, and the optional
revalue bonuses.

** INEPRO POSPRO **

REVALUE REPORT
FROM DATE
TO DATE

31-03-2010
31-03-2010

CARD REVALUE (GROSS)
CARD REVALUE BONUS
CARD REVALUE (NET)

0,00
0,00
------------0,00

TOTAL BALANCE ON CARDS
OPER:0001

2010-03-31 12:22:13

0,00

Revaluations (Gross) is the total amount that a
customer have received as a revaluation on their
cards. This amount is split up into the net and a
bonus revaluations.
The net revaluating amount is the amount that the
customer has loaded on his card. But rules can
be created that will dictate that when a customer
revaluates a x amount, he will get a y bonus
amount added to the x amount.
These are the bonus revaluations.
Total balance on cards
The total balance on the cards is the total amount
of money all the users have on their cards at
exactly this moment, according to the system.
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Cost Centre Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

COST CENTER REPORT
FROM DATE
TO DATE

31-03-2010
31-03-2010

The total number of products and the total amount
is shown per cost centre.

COST CENTRE
QTY AMOUNT
------------------------------------------------test
6
29,49
========
TOTAL
29,49
OPER:0001

2010-03-31 13:29:15

Item Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

ITEM REPORT
FROM DATE
TO DATE

31-03-2010
31-03-2010

PRODUCT
QTY AMOUNT
------------------------------------------------Pepsi Cola
1
0,80
Bounty
3
1,80
M&Ms chocolate
1
0,60
Mars
2
1,20
Cookie
4
1,20
Bread Roll
5
1,75
Tuna Sandw hich
13
18,20
Pizza Wedge
10
20,33
Hamburger
15
22,70
Homemade Cake
7
5,95
OP Low
1
0,45
Op High
1
0,52
========
TOTAL
29,49
OPER:0001
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2010-03-31 12:23:42

The item report shows how many times a product
has been sold, the product name, quantity and
total amount is shown.

Reports

Cost Center Details Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

COST CENTER REPORT
FROM DATE
TO DATE

31-03-2010
31-03-2010

COST CENTRE
QTY AMOUNT
------------------------------------------------[4] test
- 2010-03-31 13:23:49
4,95
(Cost Centre [4])
- 2010-03-31 13:27:46
(Cost Centre [4])

10,15

- 2010-03-31 13:28:01
(Cost Centre [4])

5,41

- 2010-03-31 13:28:12
(Cost Centre [4])

3,55

- 2010-03-31 13:28:33
(Cost Centre [4])

1,53

- 2010-03-31 13:28:59
(Cost Centre [4])

3,90

The Cost Center detail report shows the total
amount for each cost centre transaction, grouped
by Cost Centre.
Warning: This can be a long report!

TOTAL
OPER:0001

========
29,49
2010-03-31 13:29:27

You can be asked for your authorisation if you do not have enough rights. Please let your manager
execute the report if this is the case
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Pause

When you will take a break, you will need to use this option. This wille nable you to log out, but at the
same time the username will stay fixed, ensuring that only you can log in again. If a colleague should be
able to use this till while you are gone, the 'Log off ' option must be chosen.

Log Off

Log off will be used when you end your shift and another colleague must be able to log in again.

Close

To close the application, choose 'Close' and enter your employee number to confirm.
10
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Cash Count

Cash Count

In the Cash Count module you are able to digitally perform the cash count procedure. It will show you in
the first column the total amount of money received per payment type. In the second column you can
declare what the amount counted is per payment type, the difference will be shown in the third column.
You are able to accept the differences by clicking the <Booking> button. <Back> will leave the module
without performing the Cash Count procedure.
It is also possible that the first and last column are hidden, depending on the configuration of your
system. The system might be set to have a margin, so the Cash Count procedure can be finished with
minor cash differences.
You can be asked for your authorisation if you do not have enough rights. Please let your manager
execute the cash count if this is the case
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Selling a product

How do I sell a product?

In this example we will sell 3 main course soups, a ham bread roll and a Price Look-Up (PLU) article
(with PLU code 5103)*:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Go from the main screen to the sales screen by pressing < - start>.
Go to <Soups>
Press <3> <X> <Main Course Soup>
Press <Bread> <Bread Roll>
Press Druk op <Sliced Cold Meat> <Ham>
Press <5> <1> <0> <3> <PLU>
Press <Sub Total>
Now the payment type should be chosen and we should wait on the confirmation of the customer:
a) Cash payment
i) If the customer pays the exact the money, the <Cash> button can be pressed, in the other case
insert the amount that the customer hands you.
ii) If the customer pays a higher amount then he owns, the cash drawer will open and the change
amount will be shown just like a warning to close the cash drawer. If the cash drawer is closed
a receipt can be printed by pressing 'Print' (or this might happen automatically if this is
configured).
b) Inepro Card / Account
i) Press <Card>
ii) Tell the customer to put his card on the reader or key in his account number and let him confirm
with the green <OK> button.
c) Cost Centre
i) Press <Cost Centre>
ii) A cost centre insert screen will pop-up, here the cost centre code can be entered. Enter the
number and press <Enter>.
iii) Now the cost centre linked to the number entered is shown, confirm that this is the correct cost
centre with <Yes>.
d) PIN / ChipKnip (Dutch Electronic Funds method)
i) Press <PIN>, <Bank> or <ChipKnip>
ii) Tell the customer to put his card on the reader or key in his account number and let him confirm
with the green <OK> button.
9) Print if required a receipt copy of the receipt by pressing <Print>.
* The products and product groups in these examples are not necessarily in your till. When a text is
between < > a button is intended.
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Some organizations are choosing an alternative term for 'Cost Centre'.

Rectification Booking

You will make a rectification booking by:
1. Selecting the article line in question en press the <Correction> key.
2. The entire line is now removed, if only the number of articles was wrong, re-enter the right number of
articles.
If you need to remove the entire transaction, press <Cancel>.
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Return Booking
You can make a return booking for two bread rolls by executing the following actions:
1. Press <Void>
2. If you do not have the appropriate rights, the authentication screen will now pop up.
3. The status (displayed at the top of your screen) will be set to 'Void'.
4. Press <2> <X> <'Bread Roll'>
5. A line with the negative amount will appear in the receipt screen.
6. Press <Subtotal>
7. Choose the payment type (this can only be card or cash) and wait for the confirmation of the
customer.
8. You may print a receipt (or receipt copy) by pressing <Print> at this time.
A return booking can only be made if you have the appropriate rights, if this isn't the case, please
ask your manager to execute the return booking.
A return booking can't be made on every payment type. Excluded from these are EFT (like PIN) and
ChipKnip (a Dutch payment system).

Parking a transaction
If a customer wants to buy a considerable amount of products but runs into a problem, which prohibits
him from concluding the transaction, a queue will develop in the time he is taking to resolve this problem
(ie searching for his wallet). To prevent this and also avoid the need to register all the products again,
you can 'park' the transaction.
If you park the transaction it is kept in the memory until the customer is ready to pay while you can help
the other customers.
You can park a transaction by pressing <Park> and can retrieve the transaction with the same button.
As long as a transaction is parked, you will see the 'P' appear in park status field at the top of the
screen.
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Open Prices / Free amounts

Open Prices / Free amounts
Certain product in the PosPRO till will have an 'Open Price' often labeled with the text '[OP]' at the
beginning. A product with an open price can be sold at the price determined by the cashier at that
moment.
A free amount could be used to sell a product that has a different price every each day or week like
'Soup of the day'. To, for instance, sell two 'Soup of the day' (that has an open price and should be sold
at 2,60 today), you will do the following:
1. Press <'Soups'>
2. Press <2> <X> <2> <6> <0> <'Soup of the day'>
3. Press <Subtotal>
4. Choose the payment type and wait for the confirmation of the customer.
5. You may print a receipt (or receipt copy) by pressing <Print> at this time.

Example Transaction
As an example we will sell 3 Mars bars, 1 sandwich + ham, and 2 'soup of the day' (today at 2,60) and
a PLU code product (5103) :
1. Press <'Candy'> <3> <3> <X> <Mars bar> (33 x Mars bar, mistake)
2. Press <Correction> (Rectification booking, the Mars bar transaction is removed)
3. Press <'Candy'> <3> <X> <Mars bar> (3 x Mars bar)
4. Press <Subtotal> (Because the customer wants to make sure that the receipt is still OK.)
5. Press <'Bread'> <Bread roll> (1 x Bread roll)
6. Press <'Sliced cold meat'> <Ham> (1x slice of ham)
7. Press <Soups> <2> <X> <2> <6> <0> <'Soup of the day'>
8. Press <5> <1> <0> <3> <PLU> (1x PLU product)
9. Press <Subtotal>
10.Choose the payment type and wait for the confirmation of the customer.
11.You may print a receipt (or receipt copy) by pressing <Print> at this time.
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END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT
INEPRO BACK OFFICE SUITE BY INEPRO BV
THE PROGRAM IS COPYRIGHTED AND LICENSED (NOT SOLD). BY PURCHASING THE PROGRAM, YOU ARE ACCEPTING AND AGREEING
TO THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT. THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT REPRESENTS THE ENTIRE AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE
PROGRAM, BETWEEN YOU AND INEPRO BV, (REFERRED TO AS "LICENSOR"), AND IT SUPERSEDES ANY PRIOR PROPOSAL,
REPRESENTATION, OR UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE PARTIES.
1. License Grant. Licensor hereby grants to you, and you accept, a nonexclusive license to use the program in machine-readable, object
code form only, for use only as authorized in this License Agreement. The Programs may be used only on computers owned, leased or
otherwise controlled by you. The program shall only manage the number of devices specified in the purchase agreement. You agree
that you may not reverse assemble, reverse compile, or otherwise translate the Program.
2. Term (Demo Version Only). This License commences upon the installation of the software and is effective for 90 days following the
date you install the software. This License terminates automatically without notice from Inepro BV upon the expiration of the evaluation
term or if you fail to comply with any provision of this License. Upon termination you shall remove the SOFTWARE from your
computer(s).
3. Licensor's Rights. You acknowledge and agree that the Program is proprietary to Licensor and protected under copyright law. You
further acknowledge and agree the all right, title, and interest in and to the Program, including associated intellectual property rights,
are and shall remain with Licensor. The License Agreement does not convey to you an interest in or to the Program, but only a limited
right of use revocable in accordance with the terms of this License Agreement.
4. No Warranty; Limitation of Liability. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES REGARDING THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF
THE PROGRAM. LICENSOR EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. LICENSOR SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY TO CUSTOMER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE CAUSED,
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, BY THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY INTERRUPTION OF SERVICES, LOSS OF
BUSINESS, LOSS OF DATA OR SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.
5. Severability. Should any term of this License Agreement be declared void or unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction,
such declaration will have no effect on the remaining terms hereof.
6. No Waiver. The failure of either party to enforce any rights granted hereunder or to take action against the other party in the event
of any breach hereunder shall not be deemed a waiver by that party as to subsequent enforcement of rights or subsequent actions in
the event of future breaches.
7. Update Checks. You acknowledge and agree to allow Inepro Back Office Suite version and license status details to be sent to Inepro
BV when you request to "Check for updates". This allows the Inepro Back Office Suite software to determine whether software
updates are available in real-time.
8. Service. Licensor will utilize its best efforts to maintain acceptable performance of services, but Licensor makes absolutely no
warranties whatsoever, express or implied, including warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Licensor cannot
guarantee continuous service, service at any particular time, or integrity of data stored or transmitted via its system or via the Internet.
9. Data. Licensor will not be liable for the inadvertent disclosure of, corruption or erasure of data transmitted or received or stored on its
system. Licensor shall not be liable to Licensee or any of its customers for any claims or damages which may be suffered by Licensee or
its customers, including, but not limited to, losses or damages of any and every nature, resulting from the loss of data, inability to access
the Software, or inability to transmit or receive information, caused by, or resulting from, delays, nondeliveries, or service interruptions
whether or not caused by the fault or negligence of Licensor.
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